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Let (E1(F1)' E2(r2); U(A)) be a special amalgam of regular bands. In [2], the author 

showed that the amalgam (E1(F1)' E2(F2); U(A)) is strongly embedded in a regular band 

whose structure semilattice is the free product of F1 and F2 amalgamating A in the class 

of semilattices. In this paper, we shall show that for any bundled semilattice F of a special 

amalgam (FI , r2 ; A) of semilattices, the amalgam (E1(F1)' E2(F2); U(A)) can be embedded 

in a regular band whose structure semilattice is Q 

Let ~f be a class of algebras. For a family of algebras {Ai: i el} from d, 

each having U e d as subalgebra, the list ({Ai: i e I} ; U) is called an amalgam from 

d. We say that an amalgam ({Ai: i el}; U) is strongly embedded in an algebra 

B if there exist an algebra B in d and monomorphisms ipi : Ai - B, i e I, such that 

(i) ipilU=ipjlU for all i,jel, 

(n) A,ip,nAjipj = Uipi for all I Jel wrth I ~J 

where ipilU denotes the restriction of ipi to U. We say that a class d of algebras 

has the strong amalgamation property if every amalgam from d is strongly embedded 

in an algebra from ~f. If Ai ~~; Aj for all i,jel, an amalgam ({Ai: iel} ; U) is 

called a special amalgam from d. We say that d has the special atnalgamation 

property if each special amalgam from d is strongly embedded in an algebra from 

~f. It is well-known (see [4]) that in a class of algebras closed under isomorphisms 

and the formation of the union of any asccending chain of algebras, each 
amalgamation property follows from the case in which 111 = 2. If 111 = 2, we write 

an amalgam ({A1. A2}; U) simply by (Al. A2; U) 

For an amalgam (El. E2 ; U) of semilattices, a semilattice E is called a bundled 

semilattice of the amalgam if (El,E2 ; U) is strongly embedded in E by 
monomorphisms ipi: Ei - E, i = 1, 2, say, ~uch that for ei e Ei and ej e Ej with i ~ j, 

if eiipi ~ ejipj (in E) then there exists u e U satisfying ei ~ u (in Ei) and u ~ ej (in 

Ej). A band B is called a [left, right] /'egular band if it satisfies the identity 

axya = axaya [ax = axa, xa = axa] . 

It is well-known (see [2]) that the class of regular bands does not have the 

strong amalgamation property but it has the special amalgamation property. In 

[3] , the author introduced the concept of bundled semilattices and showed that an 

amalgam (E1(F1)' E2(F2); U(A)) of normal bands can be embedded in a normal 
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band whose structure semilattice is a bundled semilattice of the amalgam (FI , F2 ; A) 

of semilattices and further that an amalgem (S(F), T(A) ; U(A)) of generalized inverse 

semigroups can be embedded in a generalized inverse semigroup if the amalgam 

(F, A ; A) of inverse semigroups can be strongly ernbedded in an inverse semigroup 

A such that E(A) is a bundled semilattice of the amalgam (E(F). E(A); E(A)) of 

semilattices, where S(F) means that F is the structure inverse semrgroup of S and 

E(F) denotes the set of all idempotents of F. In his paper [1], T. E. Hall proved 

that the class of generalized inverse semigroups has the strong amalgamation 

property by showing that any amalgam (S, T; U). of inverse semigroups is strongly 

embedded in an inverse 'semigroup A such that E(A) is a bundled semilattice of 

the amalgam (E(S), E(T) ; E(U)) of semilattices 

Hall's result rarses the question of whether the class of quasl-mverse semigroups 

(that is, regular semigroups whose idempotents form regular bands) has the special 

amalgamation property or not. Unfortunately, we can not answer the question 

yet. To solve the problem, firstly we have to know whether a special amalgam 

of regular bands is strongly embedded in a regular band whose structure semilattice 

is a bundled semilattice of a special amalgam' of their structure semilattices. In' 

this paper, we shall show that the latter problem is affirmative. The notation and 

terminology are those of [1] and [6] , unless otherwise stated 

Let E be a left regular band and U its subband. By [5] , there exist semilattices 

F and A and left zero semigroups E}, , y e F, and U6, ~ e A, such that F ID A, E6 :) U6 

for all ~ e A and the structure decompositions of E and U are E - ~ {E. : c( e F} 

and U - ~ {U. : oc e A}, respectively. Let ipi: E ~' Ei, i = 1, 2, be isomorphisms such 

that ElnE2.= U. Hereafter, we , identify an element u in U to u,ipi in Ei, 
l 1, 2. Then there exist semilattices F1 ' F2 and left zero semigroups E~, c( e F,, 

l 1 2 such that E -I{E ocer,}, 1 1 2 F -F ~;F. FlnF2=A and 
E~ n E~ = U. for all o( e A. Let Q be a bundled semilattice of the special amalgam 

(FI , F2 ; A), and let us consider that F1 and F2 are subsemilattices of Q satisfying 

F1 n F2 = A. Let A be the subsemilattice of Q generated by F1 U F2 ' It is obvious 

that A is also a bundled semilattice of (FI , F2 ; A) 

Let F be the set of all finite non-empty words a.a*a.. ' " a.,, in the alphabet 

E1 U E2, where a*k e E~k, i = 1, 2. If a. e E~, ,~ means i. The multiplication of two 

words in F is defined by juxtaposition. It is obvious that F is a semigroup. Let 

be the congruence on F generated by .1(a ･ ･ - ' (a*ka.k+* 
a a ･-･ a.~,a** " "I "k "k+* 

k+1} Denote F/ - by B Let O the congruence on B generated by F x F: oc~k = c( . 

R=fra a '･' .･･･bp~)eB,x B: o(lQc2"'Q(,,=plp2"'p,,, (in' A)}. a. ,a**a*.･･･a b b 
.~ p* p l¥ .1 '". 

It is clear that B/6 is a left regul~r band whose structure semilattice is A. 

DEFINITION. Let a e E. An element a**a.._ ' ･ ･ a.,, in B is said to have the propert.v 

Pi(a) if there exist u.,, u.., u v v.., , v.~e U1, (Tk, TkeA such that 
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( i ) ual = 1, 

(ii) crjTj ~ ocloc2"'Qcn (in A) for all I ~j ~ n, 

(iii) u.j(aajip~ i)vT . e U if i ~ oc~j = m, say, 

n
 

(iv) a = uck(a ipa~~kl)vtk' 
ak 

k=1 

LEMMA I Let aeE If aalaa2 aa~ O b b .･.b and a a "'a /'ras the pl p2 p~ al a2 a 
propert.v Pi(a), then bplbp2"'bp~ has the property Pi(a). 

PROOF. Assume that aalaa2 ' ' a ,, has the property P (a) Then there exrst 
ual' ua2""'ua~' vT1, vr2""'vt~ e U1, ak, Tk e A1 satifying (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) in the 

definition above. For any I ~ j ~ n, it follows from (iii) that ajo(jTj e Fi and that 

((TlcclT1)(cr2c(2T2)"'(crnc(nTn) = ~' say, is an element of Fi 

In order to show the lemma, it is sufficient to prove that if aalaa2 " ' aa', (R U R~ l) 

b b . . . bp~ then b b . . . bp~ has the property Pi(a). Firstly, we consider in the 
pl p2 pl p2 

pl p2"' p~=a a "'a c c "'cy, (in B) and c(10(2"'ccn=yly2"'y (in 
al a2 a~ yl y2 

A). For any I ~j ~ t, Iet a; = Tj = I if yjeFi. If yj~Fi, there exits a'eA such 

that yj ~ cr' ~ ~ (in A), since A is a bundled semilattice of (FI , F2 ; A). So, Iet 

aj = Tj = a', and pick up and fix an element uj in every such U6;' For any 
1 _

1 if yjeFi, 
ua( = . if yj ~ Fi. vct = 

u
 
J
 

If ~ ~ i, then u.,c v ' = u e U smce a yJTJ a and Ua' is a left zero 
j 7'j tj o r

i
 

semigroup. Since n a~ykT~ = ~ e Fi, we have crk o(k Tk 

k=1 k=1 
ri uak(aakipa~~:~kl)vTk ri ua~(c~,kip}k )v,k a 

k=1 k=1 Thus b b ･ ･ ･ bp~ has the property Pi(a). Next, we consider in the case that In 
pl p2 

and bpk = aak for all I ~ k ~ m. Since Plp2"'p~ = (c(1"'ocm)('c(In+1"'c(n)' we can 

easily verify that bfilbp2 " ' bp~ has the property Pi(a) 

COROLLARY 2. Let a be an element of Ei, i = 1, 2. If a 6 aalaa2 ' " aa~ (in ~), 

then aalaa2 " ' aa~ has tlle pj'operty Pi (aipi~ 1). 

LEMMA 3. We use the notation above. Let ~ : Ei -> B/O, i ~ 1, 2, be mappings 

defined by 

a,~i = a6 fol a/1 aeE 
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Then ~l an,d ~2 are mon,ornorphisms suc/7 t/･rat ~l IU = ~21U and El~l nE2~2 = U~l . 

Therefore, the specia! amalgam (E1, E2 ; U) is strongly embedded in Bla 

PROOF. Let a. and bp be elements of Ei, i = 1, 2, such that a.~i = bp~i. Then 

a. 6 bp. By the corollary above, we have oc = p and a. = bp. Thus ~i is a 

monomorphism. It is obvious that ~llU = ~21U. Let a*eE1 and bp eE2 Such that 

a,.~l = bp~2' Then a,. 6 bp. By the corollary above, there exist u. and v, in U 

such that a ;~ oc, T ~ p, 1(a.~,1)u.eU, 1(bp~_.-1)v,eU, a.~rl = 1(bp~~1)v, and 

bp~ll = 1(a.~i~1)u.. Then a. = bpeU. Hence we have El~lnE2~2 = U~l. 

LEMMA 4. Let A be a subsemilattice of a selnilattice Q and E: a left regular 

band vvhose structure semilattice is A. Tl7en B can be embedded in a left 1'egular 

band vvhose structure semilattice is Q. 

PROOF. Let B - ~ {E. : oc e AJ. be the structure decomposition of B. For each 

oc e Q, take a symbol e. ~ B, and let E = {e. e Q}. Define a multiplication on. E by 

e.ep = e.p. For any oceQ, Iet 

~ if oceA, A. = E U{e.j 

{e.} if oc ~ A. 

Let F = fa a "'a.~ : a., eA.=} and the multiplication on F is defined by l ** *. 
juxtaposition. Let a be the congruence on B generated by { (a.,a " ' a a a.. " ' a 

""' "* "' 

bp,bp.･･･bp~)eF x F: ocloc2"'o(,, = plp2"'p~ (in Q)}. It is clear that F/6 is a left 

regular band whose structure semilattice is Q and that F/O - ~ {B. : oc e Q} , where 

B.= {(a.,a, "'a )e a eA., o(10c2 oc oc (m Q)}. 
"' "" 

Now, we have the following theorem. 

THEOREM 5. The special amalgam (El' E2 ; U), defined above, can be strongly' 

embedded in a left regu/ar band vvhose structure semilattice is any bundled semilattice 

of the specia/ alnalgam (FI . F2 ; A) of selnilattices. 

Let (El(F1)' E2(F2); U(A)) be a special amalgam of regular bands. By [6], 

there exist left regular bands L1(F1)' L_.(F2), V(A) and right regular bands 

R1(F1)' R2(F2), W(A) such that E1 = L1 Xl Rl(F1)' E2 = L2 Xl R2(F2)' U = V~l 

W(A), L1 nL2 = V, R1 n R2 = W and F1 n F2 = A, where L1 ~l R1(Fl) denotes th~ 

spined product of L1 and R1 with respect to the common structure semilattice 

Fl ' Let Q be any bundled semilattice of a special amalgam (FI , F2 ; A) of 

semilattices. By the theorem above and its dual, there exist a left regular band 

L(Q) and a right regular band R(Q) such that the special amalgams (Ll, L2; V) 

and (Rl, R2; W) are strongly embedded in L and R, respectively. It is obvious 

that (El(Fi), E2(F2); U(A)) is strongly embedded in a regular band LXIR(Q). 

Thus, we have the following main theorem 
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THEOREM 6. A SpeciaJ an'ralgan"I (El(F1)' E2(F?_); U(A)) of /･egu/ar bands can 

be sti'ongl.y en'7bedded i/7 a regula/' bclnd vt,'hOSe struCture Se/7lilattice is a/7J.' bundled 

sell7i/attice of the Specia/ cllnalgaln (FI , F?_ ; A) o.f sel7'zi/attices. 
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